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TEL- FAKUS, the Kt1s of the Copts, and Phacusa of the Greeks, which, with
great probability, has been identified with the Goshen (Gosem or Kosem),r~) ,
of the Bible, is about 4! hours distant from Tel-Basta. It was itself .
a city of considerable si~e, and the capital, probably, of n. district bear-
ing the same name, which, as we read in Genesis xlvi and xlvii, was
granted to the immigrant family of Joseph, as an habitation for them and
for their children, for their flocks and for their herds. The rich and fer-
tile appearance of the surrounding district, the "Land of Goshen," quite
bears out the scriptural statement that it was "the best of the land," and
one has no cause to wonder that the Israelites should have" grown and
multiplied" therein" exceedingly." The Tel at present is of considerable
extent, but the mounds have been mostly carried away by the country
folks who use the disintegrated bricks of Nile mud, and the dust and
rnbbish as a top-dressing for their land. The innumerable potsherds
which are left, cause the mounds to be of a red colour. Part of the
ancient site is occupied by palm-trees, ,amidst which, from heaps of red
pottery, tower up large fragments of the crude brick houses. A few blocks
bearing the name of Rameses II, are said to have been found in the Tel.
Apart .from the beauty of the site, beside a small lake, and amidst innu-
merable palm-trees, Tel-Fak1is is an uninteresting place. I was awakened
several times during the night by the melancholy cries of numbers of
jackals, which were answered by the bay of the dogs, which had volun-
tarily constituted themselves the guards of my tent.

There are two routes from Tel Fak1is to S6.n. The nearest of these
leads through swamps, which at the time of my visit were impassable on
account of the amount of water on the track. The other conducts the
traveller by way of Salaheyeh. This road passes :first through a country
abounding in splendid palm-trees, intersected by sm~l poolRof water, and
then enters an altogether treeless district of marshes, intersect.ed by reed-
encumbered lakes, and with the desert in full view to the right of the
track. The scanty inhabitants dwell in huts constructed of reeds, and in
appearance, and to a certain extent in language, they differ from the other
inhabitants of Egypt, being doubtless of Semitic origin. After passing a
large lake covered with innumerable wild-fowl, Salaheyeh is reached at
the distance of about four and a-half hours from Tel Fakt1s. From iUt
position on the caravan route to Syria, Salaheyeh is an important place:
and its Sheik has a widely extended authority. At the time of my visit,
the Sheik, who has the title of Bey, was absent, but I was received with
much kindness and gentlemanlike courtesy by his son Edroos, a handsome
youth of pleasing manners, and by his brother, the Sheik Imam. The
houses of Salaheyeh, instead of being crowded together, are scattered
about beside a small birket or lake, and amongst the magnificent groves
of p~, of which there are no less than 54,000 in Salaheyeh alone.
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